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COVER STORY
REDUCING ENDOSCOPY WAITS THROUGH INNOVATION  
AND PARTNERSHIP

In this edition we explore the role of innovation and partnership in tackling 
record high endoscopy waits, with a particular focus on a very successful 
mobile endoscopy unit commissioned under the Greater Manchester Elective 
Reform Programme, set up by Vanguard Healthcare, one of the UK’s leading 
medical technology companies, and staffed by 18 Week Support with a team 
of ten specialist endoscopy nurses and clinical consultants.  Patient and staff 
feedback has been very positive and the project has been so successful that it 
has been extended for a further six months to the end of 2021. 

Due to the increasing demand around the UK we are looking to increase our 
numbers of doctors and nurses. Working for 18 Weeks Support provides an 
opportunity to work as part of a dynamic, expert team delivering high-quality 
end-to-end care to NHS patients. Contact us if you wish to explore or discuss 
opportunities.
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Gastroenterology Today

Matthew’s Perspective:
Dr Matthew Banks is the Clinical Director for 18 Week Support Gastroenterology. He believes it starts with recruiting the 

best clinicians. ‘At 18 Week Support we set the bar very high. We only recruit clinicians whose JAG performance data is well 

above the national standards. In addition, we monitor each clinician’s KPIs while they work with 18 WS. While the JAG data 

is an excellent quality indicator, we now want to go a step beyond that and monitor the Non-Technical skills (NTS) of each 

clinician as well. We now know that NTS plays an important role in safe and effective team performance. Therefore, in our 

quest to develop excellent teams who deliver a world-class service, we must focus on NTS’.

Tammy and Lisa’s Perspective:
Tammy Kingstree is Lead Nurse for Endoscopy. 
‘It is extremely important that there are good working relationships within the team. This starts with strong leadership from 

our senior nurse coordinators who are trained to manage the patient pathway, manage a team of staff they may not know 

and to deal effectively with any issues which may arise on the day’.

Lisa Phillips is Lead Nurse for Endoscopy.
‘The team objectives are clear. Excellent patient experience and good patient outcomes. Because the objectives are clear, 

team cohesion and focus are exceptionally good. It therefore shouldn’t matter that we are in an unfamiliar endoscopy unit, 

the service should be seamless. If it isn’t, we do not stop until we get it right.

If you have an excellent NHS record and want to help clear NHS waiting list backlogs, reduce RTT waiting times and provide 

high-quality patient care, get in touch by calling on 020 3892 6162 or email Gastro.Recruitment@18weeksupport.com 

What approach has 18 Week Support 
taken with regards to building an 
expert insourcing team?



EDITORS COMMENT
The pathophysiology of IBS is clearly complex. Although altered gut motility and 
visceral hypersensitivity likely play a part but psychosocial aspects are equally, if not 
more, important. In this Autumn issue of Gastroenterology Today, we have included an 
interesting case report highlighting the association between psychological variables and 
the patient’s somatic symptoms and some strategies to help address this.

Other articles include, 

• Crohn’s and Colitis UK introduce ‘In My Shoes’ interactive app that allows one to immerse 
themselves in some of the challenges that patients with IBD face on the daily basis. This 
can be particularly helpful for friends and family of those with IBD and the healthcare 
professionals looking after these patients.

• BIOHIT Healthcare has developed GastroPanel, a first-line diagnostic blood test for 
screening high risk patients with dyspepsia in primary care which may have the potential 
to help streamline endoscopy referrals and reduce waiting times.

• Dr Disney explains some strategies to help improve patient compliance with medications 
which can be an issue in up to half of the prescribed medications for long term conditions 
in the UK.

• Review article summarizing the clinical relevance of intestinal barrier dysfunction in 
common gastrointestinal diseases, highlighting the importance of restoring barrier 
function as a therapeutic mechanism of action in gastrointestinal pathology.

• A rare case of gastrointestinal bleeding secondary to Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome.

Hesam Ahmadi Nooredinvand,
St George’s Hospital

EDITORS COMMENT

“In this Autumn 
issue of 

Gastroenterology 
Today, we 

have included 
an interesting 
case report 
highlighting 

the association 
between 

psychological 
variables and the 
patient’s somatic 
symptoms and 
some strategies 
to help address 

this.”
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Screening, monitoring & follow-up within 
your endoscopy practice is essential for 
your patients care. 
Reveal every detail by combining your 
expertise with ProvEndo® solution, a sterile 
marker for gastrointestinal endoscopy.

>  Reveal 
every detail

Medical device CE Marked – Class IIa    2797

COMPOSITION: Each ampoule of ProvEndo® contains 40 mg of indigo carmine diluted in 5 ml of water for injections. 
Citric acid monohydrate and/or sodium citrate may be added to the solution as pH adjusters. INDICATION: Marker for 
gastrointestinal endoscopy, as an aid in visualisation of topographic irregularities and in delineation of polypoid or flat 
lesions, including adenomas. CONTRAINDICATIONS: Known hypersensitivity (allergy) to indigo carmine or one of 
the excipients. METHOD OF ADMINISTRATION AND DOSAGE: Do not use for intravenous injection. ProvEndo® 
can be used diluted up to 0.1% in water for injection right before administration. The dilution and volume to be 
administered depend on the intensity of the coloration needed for the visualisation purposes and the extend of 
the area to be stained. ProvEndo® must be used immediately after opening or dilution. ProvEndo® is for single 
use patient only. The ProvEndo® solution can be sprayed onto the gastrointestinal mucosa or on a specific 
targeted lesion. WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS: ProvEndo® must be used by a healthcare professional. 
The wearing of gloves is recommended for users. Do not use a damaged ampoule of ProvEndo®. Do not use 
ProvEndo® if the solution is not blue or blueish-purple. Do not inject ProvEndo® intravenously. ProvEndo® is 
for single use only: discard any remaining solution after opening. Do not re-use or re-sterilise ProvEndo® 
due to the risk of contamination and the loss of technical performances of the device, exposing patients to 
post-operative complications. ProvEndo® should be disposed of in clinical waste. ADVERSE EFFECTS: 
No adverse effects were reported when using indigo carmine solution as a marker for gastrointestinal 
endoscopy. However, allergic reactions may occur in patients with hypersensitivity to indigo carmine or 
the excipients. Note to the user: Any serious incident that has occurred in relation to the device should 
be reported to the manufacturer and the competent authority of the Member State in which the user 
is established. SHELF-LIFE: 24 months. STORAGE: Before opening: ProvEndo® does not require 
any special storage conditions. After opening the ampoule: ProvEndo® must be used immediately. 
PACKAGING: 5 ml ampoules, in packs of 5 ampoules. VERSION AND PUBLICATION DATE: 
IFU Version 03 - Last revision: 11/2020. MANUFACTURER: Provepharm S.A.S. 22 Rue Marc 
Donadille 13013 Marseille, France. www.provepharm.com. - DM/21/03-029/UK
Additional information is provided in the instructions for use

Indigo carmine

Medical device incidents events should be reported to drugsafety.uk@ethypharm.com

Building A2, Glory Park
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INTENSIVE SURVEILLANCE ENDOSCOPY
FOR MULTIPLE GASTROINTESTINAL TUMORS IN 
A PATIENT WITH CONSTITUTIONAL MISMATCH 
REPAIR DEFICIENCY: CASE REPORT
Takayuki Ando1*, Takahiko Nakajima2, Rei Fukuda3, Keiko Nomura4, Yo Niida5, Miho Sakumura1, Iori Motoo1,  
Hiroshi Mihara1, Sohachi Nanjo1, Shinya Kajiura1, Haruka Fujinami1, Shojo Hojo6, Tsutomu Fujii6 and Ichiro Yasuda1

Ando et al. BMC Gastroenterol (2021) 21:326   https://doi.org/10.1186/s12876-021-01902-6

Abstract

Background: Constitutional mismatch repair deficiency (CMMRD) is an 
extremely rare autosomal recessive hereditary disease characterized 
by the absence of mismatch repair gene activity from birth, which 
results in brain tumors, colonic polyposis, gastrointestinal cancers, and 
lymphomas later in life. An aggressive approach, including colectomy 
or proctocolectomy, is recommended for the treatment of colorectal 
cancer. Additionally, partial colectomy with subsequent endoscopic 
surveillance may be an alternative strategy due to poor patient’s 
condition, although there is no evidence of surveillance endoscopy after 
partial colectomy for CMMRD.

Case presentation: A 13-year-old male patient with a history of 
T-lymphoblastic lymphoma underwent total gastrointestinal endoscopy, 
which revealed rectal cancer, colorectal polyposis, and duodenal 
adenoma. Differential diagnosis included constitutional mismatch repair 
deficiency according to its scoring system and microsatellite instability, 
and subsequent germline mutation testing for mismatch repair genes 

confirmed the diagnosis of constitutional mismatch repair deficiency 
based on a homozygous mutation in mutS homolog 6 (MSH6). 
The patient and his family refused colectomy due to the high risk of 
malignancies other than colorectal cancer, which could require radical 
surgery. Therefore, the patient underwent low anterior resection of the 
rectosigmoid colon for rectal cancer and intensive surveillance endoscopy 
for the remaining colon polyposis. During the 3-year period after initial 
surgery, 130 polyps were removed and the number of polyps gradually 
decreased during 6-months interval surveillance endoscopies, although 
only one polyp was diagnosed as invasive adenocarcinoma (pT1).

Conclusions: Our experience of short surveillance endoscopy illustrates 
that this strategy might be one of options according to patient’s 
condition.

Keywords: Colorectal polyposis, Constitutional mismatch repair 
deficiency, Surveillance endoscopy, Lynch syndrome, Case report

Background

Lynch syndrome is a cancer predisposition syndrome caused by 

heterozygous germline mutations in DNA mismatch repair (MMR) 

genes, including mutL homolog 1 (MLH1), mutS homolog 2 (MSH2), 

MSH6, PMS1 homolog 2 (PMS2), and epithelial cell adhesion molecule 

(EPCAM) [1-3]. Conversely, constitutional mismatch repair deficiency 

(CMMRD) is an extremely rare autosomal recessive hereditary disease. 

Individuals with biallelic MMR mutations develop gastrointestinal 

polyposis; early-onset brain, hematological, and gastrointestinal 

cancers; and neurofibromatosis 1-like phenotype including café au 

lait macules [4-6]. In a cohort of 24 individuals with CMMRD, the 

International Hereditary Biallelic Mismatch Repair Deficiency (BMMRD) 

Consortium reported that almost 80% of patients with CMMRD had 

gastrointestinal adenomas or cancers and that 60% of patients had 

non-gastrointestinal cancers including lymphoma, leukemia, and brain 

cancer [7]. Therefore, treatment strategies for colorectal cancer include 

careful evaluation of the entire gastrointestinal tract and consideration 

of the patient’s general condition and risk of other neoplasms, although 

colectomy or proctocolectomy is recommended4. If neither procedure 

can be performed due to the patient’s condition, partial colectomy with 

subsequent endoscopic surveillance may be an alternative strategy [4]. 

However, the clinical course after partial colectomy remains unclear. 

Herein, we report the 3-year intensive endoscopic surveillance results 

after partial colectomy for early rectal cancer in a patient with CMMRD-

associated multiple gastrointestinal tumors.

Case presentation

A 6-year-old boy was diagnosed with T-lymphoblastic lymphoma 

and received chemotherapy and radiotherapy; he achieved 

complete remission and underwent annual follow-up with positron 

emission tomography/computed tomography (CT) using 18-fluoro-

2-deoxyglucose. At the age of 13, he was referred to our department 

for further evaluation of a rectal tumor identified by positron emission 

tomography/CT.

Physical examination revealed several café au lait macules and multiple 

cutaneous hemangiomas. Abdominal enhanced CT revealed irregular 

rectal wall thickening without lymphadenopathy or distant metastases 

(Fig. 1A–C). Total colonoscopy and endoscopic biopsy revealed 

a 45-mm sessile adenocarcinoma with a central depression in the 

* Correspondence: taando33@gmail.com
1 Third Department of Internal Medicine, University of Toyama, 2630 Sugitani, 930‑0194 Toyama, Japan
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article. This article belongs to the Topical Collection: Colorectal cancer.
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Fig. 1 Findings of computed tomography scan, physical examination, and CMMRD scoring system. A Abdominal computed tomography image 
showing rectal wall thickening without lymphadenopathy (white arrowheads). B, C On physical examination, several café au lait macules and 
multiple cutaneous hemangiomas on back and right leg, respectively, are visible. D The patient had scores of 5 and 14 points, before and after 
genetic testing, respectively, according to the CMMRD scoring system. ■, criteria fulfilled before genetic testing; ◆, criteria fulfilled after genetic 
testing; □, unfulfilled criteria; CMMRD, constitutional mismatch repair deficiency
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Fig. 2 Colonoscopic and pathological findings of colorectal polyps. A, B Colonoscopy showing a sessile polyp with a central depression in the 
rectosigmoid area and multiple polyps. C Gross image of the resected rectosigmoid colon. A total of 13 polyps, with maximum diameters of up to 
45 mm, are found. D Microscopic view of the largest polyp (white arrowhead in B). Intramucosal adenocarcinoma (pT1) with complex cribriform 
architecture in adenoma. E, F Microscopic view of other polyps (black and white arrows in C). Low-grade tubular adenoma

rectosigmoid area and more than 100 adenomatous polyps, 2–15 

mm in size, distributed throughout the colon and rectum (Fig. 2A, B). 

Additionally, one duodenal adenoma, 10 mm in size, was identified 

by esophagoduodenoscopy and capsule endoscopy. Serum levels 

of immunoglobulin G and G4 were 434 (normal, 870–1700) and < 2.0 

(normal, 11–121) mg/dL, respectively.

CMMRD was considered in the differential diagnosis based on these 

findings and the CMMRD scoring system, although the patient did 

not fulfill the Amsterdam criteria for Lynch syndrome (Fig. 1D) [8, 9]. 
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Therefore, testing after obtaining informed consent revealed the rectal 

cancer harbored high microsatellite instability. After obtaining further 

written informed consent, subsequent genetic testing performed for 

hereditary colorectal cancer syndromes, including those associated with 

mismatch repair genes (MLH1, MSH2, PMS2, and MSH6), adenomatous 

polyposis coli, and mutYH-associated polyposis revealed one 

homozygous frame shift mutation in MSH6 (NM_000179.2; c.3261del 

p.Phe1088SerfsTer2), which was reported as pathogenic (ClinVar 

accession VCV000089363.14, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/, 

last accessed May 15, 2021), confirming the diagnosis of CMMRD (Fig. 

2 A). Genetic testing showed that the patient’s mother and father were 

heterozygous carriers of the MSH6 c.3261del mutation, leading to the 

diagnosis of Lynch syndrome based on the same germline mutation 

in both parents (Fig. 3A, B). Both parents had normal findings by 

colonoscopy and esophagoduodenoscopy.

The patient and his parents were carefully and repeatedly informed 

about the risks and benefits of colectomy and proctocolectomy for 

rectal cancer and colorectal polyposis, which they declined because 

of the high risk of small intestinal and non-gastrointestinal cancers in 

future. Therefore, the patient underwent low anterior resection (LAR) of 

the rectosigmoid colon for rectal cancer and surveillance endoscopy 

was planned for the remaining colon polyposis and duodenal adenoma. 

Histopathologically, the excised rectal mass was an intramucosal, 

moderately differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma (pTis) in tubulovillous 

adenoma without lymph node metastasis. The patient was diagnosed 

with Stage I rectal cancer according to the Tumor-Node-Metastasis 

staging system (Fig. 2C–F). After surgery, colonoscopy was planned 

with the following goals: (1) polypectomy every 4–6 months until only 

polyps sized < 4 mm remained; (2) histological evaluation of polyps 

sized > 10 mm and polyps sized < 10 mm with suspicion of cancer 

based on endoscopic appearance [10].

During the first colonoscopy after surgery, two polyps were 

pathologically diagnosed as intramucosal adenocarcinoma (pTis) in 

adenoma. However, in the third colonoscopy, one polyp, sized 8 mm, in 

descending colon was diagnosed as invasive adenocarcinoma without 

lymphovascular invasion (> 1000 μm, pT1). The patient refused the 

recommended additional surgery including colectomy. Subsequently, 

surveillance endoscopy and CT examination were continued, and 

lymph node and distant metastases were not present at last follow-up 

at three years after initial surgery. During the 3-year follow-up period 

with short-interval surveillance colonoscopy, 130 colon polyps were 

removed without adverse events, and the number of detected polyps 

gradually decreased (Table 1). The duodenal adenoma was treated with 

endoscopic mucosal resection after LAR. Until the last follow-up, the 

subsequently performed annual esophagoduodenoscopy and capsule 

endoscopy led to the identification of three duodenal adenomas, 

sized < 5 mm, which were removed.

Discussion and conclusions

Recent studies suggest that > 50%, 40%, and 30% of patients with 

CMMRD develop malignant brain tumors, gastrointestinal tumors, 

and hematological malignancies, all during childhood, reflecting the 

generally poor prognosis of CMMRD [4]. The most frequent CMMRD-

associated cancers are brain glioma diagnosed at 9.5 years of age, 

non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma diagnosed at 5 years of age, and colorectal 

cancer diagnosed at 16 years of age [11]. Besides very high tumor 

risks, CMMRD phenotypes are often characterized by the presence of 

signs reminiscent of neurofibromatosis type 1 [8]. The present 13-year-

old patient with CMMRD and history of T-lymphoblastic lymphoma is 

a case of colon polyposis caused by biallelic germline mutation in an 

MMR gene.

The management of colon cancer in patients with CMMRD is based on 

the frequency of synchronous or metachronous gastrointestinal and 

non-gastrointestinal cancers. The International BMMRD Consortium 

reported that the approximate frequencies of synchronous and 

metachronous colorectal cancers were 20 and 50%, respectively [7]. 

Therefore, an aggressive approach, including colectomy with ileorectal 

anastomosis or proctocolectomy and construction of an ileal pouch-

anal anastomosis, is recommended for colon polyposis in CMMRD 

patients [5]. Moreover, close monitoring of the rectum with endoscopy 

every 6 or 12 months is crucial after ileorectal anastomosis. However, 

metachronous non-colorectal cancers are frequent in patients with 

CMMRD [12]. Among eight patients with CMMRD and colorectal cancer, 

small intestinal and non-gastrointestinal cancers were diagnosed after 

the treatment of colorectal cancer in one and three patients, respectively 

[7]. Moreover, the cancer spectrum is reported to be related to specific 

MMR gene mutations. MSH6 and/or PMS2 mutations lead to cancers 

within ten years of life, and 34% of patients with MSH6 mutations 

develop a second metachronous malignancy. The current patient 

and his parents refused colectomy after considering the high risk of 

metachronous cancers including non-gastrointestinal cancers.

In the present patient, the treatment strategy for colon polyposis was 

based on the endoscopic treatment for familial adenomatous polyposis 

(FAP), in which colectomy is a standard approach to prevent colorectal 

cancer [13]. However, colectomy is also associated with morbidity and 

mortality and removal of the large intestine affects quality of life [14, 

15]. Therefore, the efficacy and safety of endoscopic management for 

colon clearance was considered in the current patient. In a study of 

patients with FAP refusing surgery, invasive colorectal cancer was not 

observed during a median follow-up of 5.1 years and there were no 

complications, suggesting that endoscopic management might prevent 

cancer development in patients with FAP [10, 16]. On the other hand, 

partial colectomy with subsequent regular surveillance colonoscopy 

is recommended in patients with Lynch syndrome and colorectal 

cancer, although the appropriate interval of surveillance colonoscopy 

after partial colectomy remains unclear [17]. However, colonoscopy 

performed in 6-month intervals was occasionally insufficient to detect 

endoscopically resectable tumors in some patients with high risk Lynch 

syndrome. Indeed, the present patient was diagnosed with an invasive 

cancer in descending colon during third colonoscopy after LAR. 

Additional surgery should be done in cases of endoscopically resected 

T1 cancer with positive vertical margin, although the relapse ratio of 

approximately 3.4% is relatively low [18]. Therefore, our strategy should 

be considered when colectomy is not appropriate due to patient’s 

condition.

Recent studies analyzing the association between tumor genetics 

and clinical spectrum should lead to the development of appropriate 

treatment strategies in patients with CMMRD [19]. In a study utilizing 

next-generation sequencing of 17 high-grade brain tumors in patients 
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Fig. 3 Family pedigree and genetic testing. A Proband’s pedigree revealed colon cancer findings in their seventies and eighties, respectively. 
B Sanger sequencing confirmed a homozygous mutation in MSH6 exon 5. The deletion of C at 3261 results in an amino acid change from CCC to 
CCT and a change in amino acid 1089 to the stop codon (TAG). The parents of the patient are carriers of the MSH6 c.3261delC mutation, MSH6, mutS 
homolog 6
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with CMMRD, the tumors exhibited massive numbers of substitution 

mutations (average, 7911 coding mutations; 249 mutations/Mb), which 

were higher than that observed in tumors of patients without CMMRD 

(0.61 mutations/Mb); the CMMRD-associated tumors were termed 

ultra-hypermutated cancers [20]. Moreover, these cancers acquired 

driver mutations in DNA polymerase ɛ (POLE) or δ (POLD1), which 

appeared to result in the loss of replication fidelity and a high mutation 

rate [21]. Gastrointestinal polyps without POLE and POLD1 mutations in 

patients with CMMRD did not exhibit higher mutational loads. Another 

study reported differences in the prevalence rates of hematological, 

brain, and Lynch syndrome-associated cancers among patients with 

CMMRD harboring MLH1/MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 mutations6. These 

results should contribute to the adjustment of treatment modalities, 

offering surveillance strategies for second malignancies and appropriate 

counseling of the entire family.

In the present patient with CMMRD and colon polyposis, intensive 

surveillance endoscopy for multiple gastrointestinal tumors enabled 

the reduction in the number of lesions. The standard of care should be 

colectomy or protocolectomy for colorectal polyposis in patients with 

CMMRD. However, our experience of short surveillance endoscopy 

illustrates that our strategy might be one of options according to 

patient’s condition.

Abbreviations

CMMRD: Constitutional mismatch repair deficiency; CT: Computed 

tomography; LAR: Low anterior resection; FAP: Familial adenomatous 

polyposis.
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BIOHIT HealthCare Ltd
Pioneer House, Pioneer Business Park, North Road, 

Ellesmere Port, CHESHIRE, United Kingdom CH65 1AD

Tel. +44 151 550 4 550
info@biohithealthcare.co.uk

BIOHIT’S GASTROPANEL®: 
THE FIRST-LINE DIAGNOSTIC 
TEST FOR GASTROINTESTINAL 
DISEASES
For diagnosing gastric  
cancer risk prior  
to endoscopy

Patients that present with alarm symptoms for gastrointestinal 
(GI) diseases in primary care are currently referred to 
specialist upper GI services, while non-urgent cases receive 
lifestyle and dietary advice, accompanied in some instances by 
medicines reviews, empirical treatment or a test for H. pylori. 
However, the predictive value of alarm symptoms is poor, and 
some gastric diseases are difficult to identify clinically, making 
decisions to refer complex. This leaves an inconsistent and 
ambiguous interface between primary and secondary care, 
as identifying the correct stage at which to refer patients for 
endoscopy is subjective and challenging. Patients are either 
referred to endoscopy too soon, when no pathology can be 
observed – adding to the ever-increasing burden on endoscopy 
resources – or when pathology is at a later, less curable stage. 

It is agreed amongst experts that the key to improving 
outcomes of diseases such as gastric cancer is to identify 
patients at greatest risk - non-invasively - and before they are 
referred for endoscopy. BIOHIT HealthCare’s GastroPanel is 
a patient-friendly, non-invasive blood test that can be used 
to investigate the gastric mucosa and accurately screen 
patients prior to endoscopy. It can help reduce waiting times 
for overstretched gastroscopy services by diagnosing the most 
significant precancerous conditions of the stomach – including 
chronic atrophic gastritis – at an earlier stage, as well as 
identifying acid output disorders and other diseases of the 
gastric mucosa. 

GastroPanel consists of a H. pylori IgG antibody test and 
reliable assays for three stomach-specific biomarkers – 
pepsinogen I, pepsinogen II, gastrin-17 – secreted by different 

Key advantages of GastroPanel:

• Reliable investigation of the state and function of the gastric 
mucosa for diagnosing healthy stomach mucosa, atrophic 
gastritis, acid dysregulation, precancerous conditions and 
H. pylori infection 

• Patient-friendly and non-invasive blood test for the primary/
secondary care interface

• Helps to identify patients most at risk of gastric cancer at an 
earlier, more curable stage and prior to endoscopy

• Reduces the burden on gastroscopy services by ruling out 
referral early

• Guides patient management

1 https://www.biohithealthcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Atrophic-gastritis.pdf

To find out more about how GastroPanel can help diagnose gastric cancer 
risk in a clinical setting, visit www.biohithealthcare.co.uk/GPblog

glands. This enables a thorough investigation of the whole 
gastric mucosa, helping practitioners to determine loss of 
function – which is a clear indication of gastric mucosal atrophy 
– and associated risks. 

GastroPanel can also be used to selectively screen populations 
of high-risk patients, such as severely dyspeptic patients over 
50 years of age with a history of smoking or query H. pylori, 
or those non-responsive to treatment, to prevent up to 80 % 
of unnecessary gastroscopies.1 This will help to align clinical 
resources with patient needs and transform the patient care 
pathway, by identifying patients for risk-based referral sooner. 

www.biohithealthcare.co.uk
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PAIN AND PSYCHE IN A PATIENT WITH 
IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME: CHICKEN 
OR EGG? A TIME SERIES CASE REPORT
Felicitas Engel1, Tatjana Stadnitski2, Esther Stroe‑Kunold1, Sabrina Berens1, Rainer Schaefert1,3 and Beate Wild1*

Engel et al. BMC Gastroenterol (2021) 21:309   https://doi.org/10.1186/s12876-021-01879-2

Abstract

Background: Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) appears to have a 
bidirectional interaction with both depressive and anxiety-related 
complaints. However, it remains unclear how exactly the psychological 
complaints, at the individual level, are related to somatic symptoms 
on a daily basis. This single case study investigates how somatic and 
psychological variables are temporally related in a patient with irritable 
bowel syndrome.

Case report: The patient was a woman in her mid-twenties with an 
IBS diagnosis. She reported frequent soft bowel movements (5–6 
times per day), as well as flatulence and abdominal pain.  
She resembled a typical IBS patient; however, a marked feature of 
the patient was her high motivation for psychosomatic treatment 
as well as her willingness to try new strategies regarding the 
management of her symptoms. As an innovative approach this 
single case study used a longitudinal, observational, time series 
design. The patient answered questions regarding somatic and 
psychological variables daily over a period of twelve weeks with an 

online diary. The diary data was analysed using an autoregressive 
(VAR) modeling approach. Time series analyses showed that in 
most variables, strong same-day correlations between somatic 
(abdominal pain, daily impairment) and psychological time series 
(including coping strategies) were present. The day-lagged 
relationships indicated that higher values in abdominal pain on one 
day were predictive of higher values in the psychological variables 
on the following day (e.g. nervousness, tension, catastrophizing, 
hopelessness). The use of positive thinking as a coping strategy was 
helpful in reducing the pain on the following days.

Conclusion: In the presented case we found a high correlation between 
variables, with somatic symptoms temporally preceding psychological 
variables. In addition, for this patient, the use of positive thoughts as a 
coping strategy was helpful in reducing pain.

Keywords: Functional gastrointestinal disorders, Irritable bowel 
syndrome, Time series analysis, Case report, Single case study

Background

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is characterized by recurrent 

abdominal pain that is associated with a change in frequency or form 

(appearance) of stool and can be related to defecation [1]. Currently, 

the symptom pattern is not sufficiently explained by peripheral organ 

pathology. IBS affects about 8% of the European population [2] and 

is most recently understood as a disorder of (microbiota-) gut-brain 

interaction [3, 4] with a multifactorial origin that includes biological, 

psychological, and social factors [5]. Many patients who suffer from 

IBS also suffer from comorbid depressive or anxiety-related disorders 

[5]. Mood and anxiety disorders can precede or follow an IBS 

diagnosis due to the high discomfort caused by IBS [6-8]. By looking 

at specific psychological variables it was found that catastrophizing 

is directly associated with IBS symptom severity, while anxiety is 

indirectly related to IBS symptom severity [9].

While population-based studies suggest that IBS has a bidirectional 

interaction with both depressive and anxiety-related complaints, it 

remains unclear how exactly the psychological complaints, at the 

individual level, are related to somatic symptoms on a daily basis. 

Are increased psychological complaints (such as depression, 

tension, and nervousness) on one day preceded by IBS complaints 

on the previous day, or is it the other way around? A previous 

study showed that week-to-week stress and IBS symptoms were 

strongly cross-correlated in the same week, but were not temporally 

related across several weeks [10]. However, a day-by-day measure 

is needed to identify more fine-grained and direct relations. 

Furthermore, the focus of the study was on the mean values from a 

large patient sample, therefore potentially differing relationships in 

individual patients may not have been reflected in the aggregated 

data analysis.

Another interesting topic in patients suffering from IBS is the mutual 

relationship between coping strategies and IBS symptoms. A recent 

study reported that levels of coping resources were associated 

with gastrointestinal and extraintestinal symptom severity [11]. 

Also, catastrophizing and a lower self-perceived ability to reduce 

symptoms appeared to have a negative effect on health outcome in 

gastrointestinal disorders [12]. Interestingly, IBS patients have been 

reported to use passive coping strategies more frequently (such as 

escape-avoidance strategies instead of intended problem solving) 

compared to healthy controls [13]. Here too, the question arises 

to what extent coping strategies are related to IBS complaints and 

whether or not they are able to influence IBS complaints.

* Correspondence: Beate.Wild@med.uni‑heidelberg.de
1 Department of General Internal Medicine and Psychosomatics, University of Heidelberg, Im Neuenheimer Feld 410, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article.
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Patients that present with alarm symptoms for gastrointestinal 
(GI) diseases in primary care are currently referred to 
specialist upper GI services, while non-urgent cases receive 
lifestyle and dietary advice, accompanied in some instances by 
medicines reviews, empirical treatment or a test for H. pylori. 
However, the predictive value of alarm symptoms is poor, and 
some gastric diseases are difficult to identify clinically, making 
decisions to refer complex. This leaves an inconsistent and 
ambiguous interface between primary and secondary care, 
as identifying the correct stage at which to refer patients for 
endoscopy is subjective and challenging. Patients are either 
referred to endoscopy too soon, when no pathology can be 
observed – adding to the ever-increasing burden on endoscopy 
resources – or when pathology is at a later, less curable stage. 

It is agreed amongst experts that the key to improving 
outcomes of diseases such as gastric cancer is to identify 
patients at greatest risk - non-invasively - and before they are 
referred for endoscopy. BIOHIT HealthCare’s GastroPanel is 
a patient-friendly, non-invasive blood test that can be used 
to investigate the gastric mucosa and accurately screen 
patients prior to endoscopy. It can help reduce waiting times 
for overstretched gastroscopy services by diagnosing the most 
significant precancerous conditions of the stomach – including 
chronic atrophic gastritis – at an earlier stage, as well as 
identifying acid output disorders and other diseases of the 
gastric mucosa. 

GastroPanel consists of a H. pylori IgG antibody test and 
reliable assays for three stomach-specific biomarkers – 
pepsinogen I, pepsinogen II, gastrin-17 – secreted by different 

Key advantages of GastroPanel:

• Reliable investigation of the state and function of the gastric 
mucosa for diagnosing healthy stomach mucosa, atrophic 
gastritis, acid dysregulation, precancerous conditions and 
H. pylori infection 

• Patient-friendly and non-invasive blood test for the primary/
secondary care interface

• Helps to identify patients most at risk of gastric cancer at an 
earlier, more curable stage and prior to endoscopy

• Reduces the burden on gastroscopy services by ruling out 
referral early

• Guides patient management

1 https://www.biohithealthcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Atrophic-gastritis.pdf

To find out more about how GastroPanel can help diagnose gastric cancer 
risk in a clinical setting, visit www.biohithealthcare.co.uk/GPblog

glands. This enables a thorough investigation of the whole 
gastric mucosa, helping practitioners to determine loss of 
function – which is a clear indication of gastric mucosal atrophy 
– and associated risks. 

GastroPanel can also be used to selectively screen populations 
of high-risk patients, such as severely dyspeptic patients over 
50 years of age with a history of smoking or query H. pylori, 
or those non-responsive to treatment, to prevent up to 80 % 
of unnecessary gastroscopies.1 This will help to align clinical 
resources with patient needs and transform the patient care 
pathway, by identifying patients for risk-based referral sooner. 

www.biohithealthcare.co.uk
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Overall, IBS symptoms and psychological distress are bi-directionally 

related, and coping strategies purportedly play an important role in 

the up- or down-regulation of IBS symptoms. However, individual 

mechanisms are not yet understood, and previous studies lack the 

longitudinal data on a day-by-day basis. Longitudinal data is necessary 

in order to obtain information about direct interactions, to better 

understand how temporal interactions between IBS symptoms and 

psychological complaints are related. As aggregated data can eliminate 

individual effects within the heterogeneous IBS patient sample, a single 

case study can provide important insights into specific mechanism to 

generate hypotheses for personalized clinical studies [14]. Conversely, 

inferences from singe case studies do not automatically apply to the 

patient population. However, results from single case studies can be 

used to generate hypotheses that can be examined in a sample of 

patients with similar characteristics.

This case study has, for the first time, applied a longitudinal time series 

design to a patient with IBS. Study objectives of this single-case analysis 

were: (1) to explore temporal relationships and interactions between the 

somatic and psychological complaints of the patient and (2) to investigate 

the impact of personal coping strategies on somatic symptoms.

Case presentation

Study design

The study used a longitudinal, observational, single-case design. The 

study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the University 

Hospital Heidelberg. The patient was recruited in the frame of a pilot 

intervention study, conducted between July, 2014 and June, 2015 [15]. 

During her waiting period—and before the beginning of the therapy 

group—the patient answered questions daily regarding somatic and 

psychological complaints as well as coping strategies with the use of an 

online diary.

The diary data of the patient was collected following presentation in our 

outpatient specialty clinic for functional gastrointestinal disorders [16], 

and before group therapy. The data thereby showed the classic course 

of IBS without specific group intervention. The patient filled out the 

diaries from 10/2014 to 01/2015; over twelve weeks a total of 72 diary 

days were collected.

Measurements in the online diary

At the beginning of the study the patient received individual training in 

how to use the online diary; she was instructed to fill out the diary on 

a daily basis (between 4 pm and 12 am) via internet access. Validated 

questionnaires for IBS, as well as for psychological complaints and 

coping strategies, were used and adapted for the daily diary design. 

The most discriminating items of the questionnaires were derived 

in order to shorten the completion time of the diary (approximately 

5–10 min). All items were rated by a visual analogue scale (VAS) with 

bipolar labels. The marked points were then converted by the computer 

program to a numeric scale ranging from 1 to 101. In addition, it was 

possible to enter a short free text in the diary.

For the measurement of somatic symptoms, we used the items “How 

severe is your abdominal (tummy) pain?” and “Please indicate how 

Table 1 List of Online‑Diary Items included in the time series analysis

All the variables are quantified on a 1 to 101 numeric scale. For AP, DI, N, T, D, PD, C, and H a higher score reflects higher somatic or psychological burden. For CPT and 
CIP, a higher score reflects an increased use of coping strategies

Items implemented in the online diary

Somatic variables
Abdominal pain (AP) “How severe is your abdominal (tummy) pain”

→ Adapted from the irritable bowel severity scoring system (IBS‑SSS) [17]

IBS associated daily impairment (DI) “Please indicate how much your irritable bowel syndrome is affecting or interfering with your life 
today”

→ Adapted from the irritable bowel severity scoring system (IBS‑SSS) [17]

Psychological variables
Nervousness (N) “Today, how much were you distressed by nervousness or shakiness inside?”

→ Adapted from the brief symptom inventory (BSI) [18]

Tension (T) “Today, how much were you distressed by feeling tense or keyed up”
→ Adapted from the brief symptom inventory (BSI) [18]

Depressiveness (D) “Today, how often have you been bothered by feeling down, depressed, or hopeless?”
→ Adapted from the Patient‑Health‑Questionnaire (PHQ) [19]

Pain associated discomfort (PD) “Today, how much have you been bothered by stomach pain”
→ Adapted from the Patient‑Health‑Questionnaire (PHQ) [20]

Coping strategies
Catastrophizing (C) “Today, when experiencing IBS‑pain you had the feeling that you couldn’t go on”

→ Adapted from the coping strategies questionnaire (CSQ) [21]

Hopelessness (H) “When you had IBS‑pain today, you thought: “It’s terrible and I feel it’s never going to get any better”
→ Adapted from the coping strategies questionnaire (CSQ) [21]

Coping: positive thoughts (CPT) “Today, when experiencing IBS‑pain I thought of things I enjoy doing”
→ Adapted from the coping strategies questionnaire (CSQ) [21]

Coping: Imagining pain outside the body (CIP) “When experiencing IBS‑pain, today I imagined that the pain is outside of my body”
→ Adapted from the coping strategies questionnaire (CSQ) [21]
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How can you reduce the risk to 
your Crohn’s disease patients 
of serious COVID-19 disease?1

Entocort® CR: BSG-recommended control patients can count on1–3

References: 1. Kennedy NA et al. Gut 2020; 0: 1–7.  2. Campieri M 
et al. Gut 1997; 41(2): 209–214.  3. Lamb CA et al. Gut 2019; 0: 1–106.  
4. Entocort® CR 3 mg capsules – Summary of Product Characteristics.

Date of preparation: July 2020. PU-00377.

ENTOCORT CR 3mg Capsules (budesonide) - 
Prescribing Information
Please consult the Summary of Product Characteristics 
(SmPC) for full prescribing Information
Presentation: Hard gelatin capsules for oral administration 
with an opaque, light grey body and an opaque, pink cap 
marked CIR 3mg in black radial print. Contains 3mg 
budesonide. Indications: Induction of remission in patients 
with mild to moderate Crohn’s disease affecting the ileum 
and/or the ascending colon. Induction of remission in patients 
with active microscopic colitis. Maintenance of remission in 
pa t ien ts  w i th  microscop ic  co l i t i s .  Dosage and 
administration: Active Crohn’s disease (Adults): 9mg once 
daily in the morning for up to eight weeks. Full effect achieved 
in 2-4 weeks. When treatment is to be discontinued, dose 
should normally be reduced in final 2-4 weeks. Active 
microscopic colitis (Adults): 9mg once daily in the morning. 
Maintenance of microscopic colitis (Adults): 6mg once daily in 
the morning, or the lowest effective dose. Paediatric 
population: Not recommended. Older people: No special 
dose adjustment recommended. Swallow whole with water. 
Do not chew. Contraindications: Hypersensitivity to the 
active substance or any of the excipients. Warnings and 

Precautions: Side effects typical of corticosteroids may 
occur. Visual disturbances may occur. If a patient presents 
with symptoms such as blurred vision or other visual 
disturbances they should be considered for referral to an 
ophthalmologist for evaluation of the possible causes. 
Systemic effects may include glaucoma and when prescribed 
at high doses for prolonged periods, Cushing’s syndrome, 
adrenal suppression, growth retardation, decreased bone 
mineral density and cataract. Caution in patients with infection, 
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, peptic ulcer, 
glaucoma or cataracts or with a family history of diabetes or 
glaucoma. Particular care in patients with existing or previous 
history of severe affective disorders in them or their first 
degree relat ives.  Caut ion when transferring from 
glucocorticoid of high systemic effect to Entocort CR. Chicken 
pox and measles may have a more serious course in patients 
on oral steroids. They may also suppress the HPA axis and 
reduce the stress response. Reduced liver function may 
increase systemic exposure. When treatment is discontinued, 
reduce dose over last 2-4 weeks. Concomitant use of CYP3A 
inhibitors, such as ketoconazole and cobicistat-containing 
products, is expected to increase the risk of systemic side 
effects and should be avoided unless the benefi ts outweigh 
the risks. Excessive grapefruit juice may increase systemic 
exposure and should be avoided. Patients with fructose 
intolerance, glucose-galactose malabsorption or sucrose-
isomaltase insuffi ciency should not take Entocort CR. Monitor 
height of children who use prolonged glucocorticoid therapy 
for risk of growth suppression. Interactions: Concomitant 

colestyramine may reduce Entocort CR uptake. Concomitant 
oestrogen and contraceptive steroids may increase effects. 
CYP3A4 inhibitors may increase systemic exposure. CYP3A4 
inducers may reduce systemic exposure. May cause low 
values in ACTH stimulation test. Fertility, pregnancy and 
lactation: Only to be used during pregnancy when the 
potential benefits to the mother outweigh the risks for the 
foetus. May be used during breast feeding. Adverse 
reactions:  Common: Cushingoid features, hypokalaemia, 
behavioural changes such as nervousness, insomnia, mood 
swings and depression, palpitations, dyspepsia, skin reactions 
(urticaria, exanthema), muscle cramps, menstrual disorders. 
Uncommon: anxiety, tremor, psychomotor hyperactivity. 
Rare: aggression, glaucoma, cataract, blurred vision, 
ecchymosis. Very rare: Anaphylactic reaction, growth 
retardation. Prescribers should consult the summary of 
product characteristics in relation to other adverse reactions. 
Marketing Authorisat ion Numbers,  Package 
Quantities and basic NHS price: PL 36633/0006. Packs of 
50 capsules: £37.53. Packs of 100 capsules: £75.05. Legal 
category: POM. Marketing Authorisation Holder: Tillotts 
Pharma UK Ltd, The Stables, Wellingore Hall, Wellingore, 
Lincoln, LN5 0HX. Date of preparation of PI: February 2020

Adverse events should be reported. 
Reporting forms and information can be found at 
https://yellowcard.mhra.gov.uk. Adverse events 
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much your irritable bowel syndrome is affecting or interfering with your 

life today?”. Higher scores on these items reflected higher pain or higher 

somatic impairment. Psychological variables and coping strategies 

measured in the online diary are shown in Table 1.

Case report

In January 2014, a German student (female in her mid-twenties), 

was referred to the outpatient specialty clinic of the University 

Hospital of Heidelberg for functional gastrointestinal disorders. 

She reported frequent soft bowel movements (5–6 times per day), 

as well as flatulence and abdominal pain. According to ROM-III 

[22] and the clinical assessment, an IBS (subtype IBS-diarrhea, 

IBS-D) was diagnosed. In addition, the patient was suffering from 

comorbid gluten, lactose, and sorbitol intolerance. No mental illness 

was present. Despite professional nutritional advice that included a 

gluten-, lactose- and sorbitol-reduced diet, gastrointestinal complaints 

persisted. In the course of the three-month follow-up appointments 

that included multimodal treatment [16] (04/2014, 07/2014, 11/2014), 

the patient correlated intestinal complaints and stress. She reported, 

for example, that the intestinal symptoms increased at the beginning 

of the semester and in the examination period. In the course of the 

diary study the patient did not describe any long-lasting stressor (such 

as an examination phase), but rather shorter week- or day-specific 

stressful events (such as Christmas holidays or looking for a part-

time job) associated with an onset of IBS-symptoms on the same 

day. As an additional stressor, she described shame and the fear of a 

recurrence of the IBS complaints (particularly of soft bowel movements 

and flatulence), especially in social settings and situations where she 

could not easily reach a toilet. Relaxation techniques (yoga and gut-

directed hypnosis using a CD) slightly improved her symptoms and the 

associated fear. Regarding the short stressful events, she described 

a good improvement of symptoms when using a strategy of calming 

down, with no further subsequent exacerbation. After the online diary 

study presented here, the patient received a group intervention [15] 

from which she has benefited.

In conclusion, according to IBS symptoms, symptom specific fears 

and avoidance behavior, the presented case of a young female patient 

resembled a typical IBS patient; however, a marked feature of the 

patient was her high motivation for psychosomatic treatment as well as 

her willingness to try new strategies regarding the management of her 

symptoms.

Statistical analysis

Initially, the following analyses were conducted for each time series: 

graphic examinations; calculations of descriptive statistics (range, 

median, mean, standard deviation), autocorrelation functions (ACF), 

and tests for stationarity with the Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) 

procedure. Autocorrelation is the bivariate correlation of a time 

series with a lagged copy of itself. Therefore, instantaneous (lag = 0) 

autocorrelation is always equals one, significant autocorrelations on 

other lags imply predictability of the future time series values from the 

past values. Stability or instability as well as memory characteristics 

of time series can be inferred from their autocorrelation functions: 

non-zero autocorrelations at only a few lags are typical for stable 

short-memory processes, whereas significant autocorrelations on many 

lags indicate long memory or instability. Stationarity means that the 

statistical characteristics of a process under study do not change over 

time (e.g., exhibit no trends or distinct fluctuations of mean or variance). 

The Augmented Dickey-Fuller algorithms tests the null hypothesis “time 

series is stationary”.

In addition, cross-correlation functions (CCF), instantaneous 

correlations, and simultaneous regressions with psychological 

measures—both as dependent and somatic variables as predictors—

were estimated. Cross-correlation measures similarity of two different 

time series as a function of the displacement of one relative to the 

other. Generally, instantaneous (lag = 0) correlations or simultaneous 

(lag = 0) regressions do not imply causation. For lagged correlations 

and regressions, however, it is different, since they explore the ability 

to predict the future values of a time series from prior values of another 

times series. The idea behind this is as follows: Since time does not run 

backwards, the cause cannot come after its effect. Therefore, events in 

the past can cause events to happen today, but future events cannot 

influence the present. The concept of Granger causality incorporates 

this idea: if lagged values of a time series X improve prediction of future 

values of a series Y, the former series Granger-causes the latter. For 

example, if lagged values of a somatic times series improve prediction 

of future values of a psychological one, the former series Granger-

causes the latter. The vector autoregressive (VAR) methodology 

investigated the temporal dynamics between two or more time series by 

separating the time-lagged from the simultaneous relations. Therefore, 

temporal interdependencies between time series were analyzed using 

this approach. The VAR technique thereby allowed inferences about 

the temporal order of the effects by employing the temporal causality 

concept introduced by Granger. Furthermore, the VAR approach can 

handle time series that mutually influence each other and thus reveal 

feedback effects. In VAR modelling, interpretation of the regression 

coefficients is problematic because the lagged values of the dependent 

variables are used as predictors (i.e. dependent and independent 

variables are both endogenous, that is, determined and interrelated 

inside the organism or system), consequently, external influences can 

enter the autoregressive system exclusively through the residual term, 

which is also called “exogenous shock”. The behaviour of a VAR system 

can be modelled using impulse response analyses (IRA) and forecast 

error variance decompositions (FEVD). Impulse response functions 

(IRF) examine interdependencies within a VAR system by tracing the 

effect of an exogenous shock in one of the series on other variables. 

The FEVD estimates the amount of variance in each variable that can be 

explained by the other variables of the system during a specific period 

(h). For instance, in case of daily measurements, FEVD = 0.24 (h = 10) 

means that 24% of the forecast error variance in a dependent variable 

can be explained by exogenous shocks (random changes) of the 

predictors for a time horizon of 10 days.

The analyses were conducted using the R software. (Please consult 

Stadnitski & Wild (2019) and Stadnitski (2014, 2020) for descriptions, 

detailed explanations, and implementation of all analyses with the R 

software [23-25]).

Results

Figure 1 visualizes the patient’s development of somatic symptoms, 

abdominal pain (AP), and daily impairment (DI) over 72 successive days 

together with their autocorrelation and cross-correlation function. In both 

series there appeared strong discomfort with values distinctly higher 

than 20 on 7 days. Almost 90% of the measurements varied between 
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1 and 20 on the 100-point scale. The average (Mean AP = 11.10, 

DI = 14.35) and variability (Standard Deviation: AP = 15.90, DI = 18.55) 

were higher for DI than AP (see also Table 2). Both time series exhibited 

no trends. Figure 2 shows the time series of additional psychological 

variables and coping strategies.

The time series quantitatively reflect the free text descriptions of the 

patient. The highest scores in AP and DI were recorded between days 

57 and 68 of the study period. In the free text passages of the diary the 

patient noted that she experienced the Christmas holidays (days 52–67) 

as a period of high stress and increased IBS pain. In addition, on days 

59–61 she described the occurrence of menstrual cramps together with 

IBS-associated pain and impairment.

Table 2 summarizes characteristics of somatic and psychological and 

coping time series. In the majority of cases all of the series except 

Fig. 1 Somatic time series: abdominal pain (AP) and IBS‑associated daily impairment (DI)
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“Coping with positive thoughts” (CPT) ranged between 1 and 20 
on the 100-point scale, with high values observed about 10% of the 

time. CPT values alternated between very low and high with values 
equal on 1 out of 40 days, and values higher than 50 on 31 days. All 

Table 2 Characteristics of somatic and psychological (including coping) time series used in the diary study

Med, Median; M, Mean; S, Standard Deviation; Lag AC, lag number with significant autocorrelation; P ADF, p value of the Augmented Dickey–Fuller test with the 
alternative hypothesis “time series is stationary”. All the variables are quantified on a 1–101 numeric scale. For AP, DI, N, T, D, PD, C, and H a higher score reflects higher 
somatic or psychological burden. For CPT and CIP, a higher score reflects an increased use of coping strategies

Min Max Med M S Lag AC P ADF

Somatic variables
Abdominal Pain (AP) 1 90 6.5 11.10 15.90 10 .03

IBS Associated Daily Impairment (DI) 1 87 8.5 14.35 18.55 1 .01

Psychological variables
Nervousness (N) 1 86 10.5 14.40 14.75 1 .02

Tension (T) 1 81 5.0 8.24 11.59 – .01

Depressiveness (D) 1 30 2.0 4.06 4.42 1 .03

Pain‑associated discomfort (PD) 1 91 6.0 11.99 17.51 10 .02

Coping strategies
Catastrophizing (C) 1 75 1.0 5.13 10.76 – .01

Hopelessness (H) 1 84 1.0 8.46 16.71 – .03

Coping: Positive thoughts (CPT) 1 95 1.0 33.32 37.25 7 .04

Coping: Imagining pain outside the body (CIP) 1 74 1.0 3.96 12.27 9 .01

Fig. 2 Time series of hopelessness, tension, catastrophizing, coping
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series were stationary, i.e., exhibited no trends. Three series (tension, 

catastrophizing, and hopelessness) demonstrated no autocorrelations.

Table 3 shows instantaneous correlations between the somatic and 

psychological (including coping) time series. In most cases, strong 

and positive correlations were observed. Interestingly, the relationship 

between psychological and coping variables with DI was stronger than 

with AP. The amount of predicted variance (R2) from linear regressions 

with psychological and coping measures as dependent variables and 

somatic variables as predictors varied between 12 and 94%. The non-

significant correlation between depressiveness and abdominal pain 

could be due to the very limited range of the variable depressiveness 

over the course of the 72 days.

Table 4 summarizes the significant results of the VAR analyses for 

interdependencies between abdominal pain and psychological 

distress or coping strategies; only statistically significant findings from 

calculations for all possible combinations of variables are provided. 

Identified lagged or temporal relations showed mostly the same 

direction, indicating that previous values in the somatic variable (AP) 

were predictive of values in the psychological variables or coping 

strategies. The variance decomposition estimates show that somatic 

symptoms in the psychological (and coping) time series explain 12% to 

41% of variability.

Figure 3 visualizes responses of psychological states and coping 

strategies to increases in AP; it shows that psychological and 

coping aspects reacted with higher symptoms to an increase in AP. 

For instance, increasing AP caused a strong delayed increase in 

catastrophizing: + 0.60 standard deviations, i.e., about 7 points on the 

100-point scale.

Table 4 shows that the bivariate system, including AP and CPT, is 

characterized by a bidirectional or feedback predictive causality. AP 

Granger-caused CPT with 24% of explained variance, CPT Granger-

caused AP with 6% of explained variance. Both series also correlated 

instantaneously: r = 0.43, R² = 18%.

Figure 4 visualizes the feedback relationship. An increase in AP 

caused more CPT next day. Intensified CPT resulted in less pain on the 

subsequent day: i.e., a decrease of 0.25 standard deviations, 4-point on 

the 100-point scale.

Discussion and conclusion

This is the first study to investigate the temporal relationships between 

somatic and psychological variables on a daily basis. We analyzed a 

female patient with IBS in her mid-twenties with symptoms of diarrhea, 

flatulence, and abdominal pain. She reported stress-related IBS 

symptoms as well as symptom related fears. In most variables, strong 

same-day correlations between somatic (especially daily impairment) 

and psychological (including coping) time series were observed. The 

day-lagged relationships indicated that higher values in abdominal 

pain on one day were predictive of higher values in psychological 

complaints (nervousness and tension) or of negative coping strategies 

(catastrophizing, hopelessness) on the following day. The use of 

positive thinking as a positive coping strategy was helpful in reducing 

the pain on the following days.

Table 3 Significant instantaneous correlations of somatization 
with psychological and coping variables

R2, portion of predicted variance in psychological variables, from the regressions 
 PVt = β1APt + β2DIt +  et where PV, psychological/coping variable

Abdominal 
Pain

Daily 
Impairment

R2

Nervousness (N) .24 .63 .41

Tension (T) .32 .66 .44

Depressiveness (D) ‑ .47 .25

Pain‑associated discomfort (PD) .97 .61 .94

Catastrophizing (C) .42 .77 .59

Hopelessness (H) .53 .70 .52

Coping: Positive thoughts (CPT) .43 .55 .34

Coping: Imagining pain outside 
the body (CIP)

‑ .33 .12

Table 4 Significant temporal dependencies between psychological variables and abdominal pain

SS, somatic symptoms, measured by the item “How severe is your abdominal (tummy) pain”

A significant Granger Test implies that the first variable has impact on the second variable. The test statistic is F(df1,df2), where  df1 is a number of tested restrictions (k) 
and  df2 = 2 T − 4 k − 2 for bivariate VAR models, T is length of time series, k is order of VAR model. Forecast Error Variance (FEV) Decomposition estimates the amount 
of variance in a dependent variable, explained by a corresponding cause variable during a period h; h = 10 means 10 days

Psychological /coping variable Type of dependency VAR order Granger- Causality 
Test

% FEVD
h = 10

Instantaneous 
correlation

F p

Nervousness (N) SS → N 2 3.39 .04 .17 .24

Tension (T) SS → T 2 9.49 < .01 .31 .32

Catastrophizing (C) SS → C 2 16.3 < .01 .41 .42

Hopelessness (H) SS → H 2 6.04 < .01 .35 .53

Coping: Positive Thoughts (CPT) SS → CPT 1 8.09 < .01 .24 .43

CPT → SS 1 4.34 .04 .06

Coping: Imagining pain outside the 
body (CIP)

SS → CIP 2 3.74 .03 .12 .07
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All variables remained stationary—that is, time series exhibited no 

trends over the measured time period (72 days). In the study period, 

the patient did not receive additional psychotherapeutic treatment, 

nor did she report long-lasting stressors. Therefore, we did not expect 

her symptoms to change over a longer period of time. The stability of 

IBS symptoms is supported by literature that usually describes IBS 

as a chronic disease. The diagnostic criteria for IBS also imply some 

symptom stability, because the symptoms must occur for a period of at 

least 3 months (with an onset at least 6 months prior the diagnosis) [22]. 

In addition, for IBS, population-based studies report a remission rate of 

about 55% only over a period of more than 10 years [26]. In addition to 

the general stationary trend of the variables, individual outliers with more 

severe symptoms were visible (e.g. the Christmas Holidays on days 

52–67).

Fig. 3 Time lagged psychological variables
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The patient stated that stressful or stress-free episodes would 

influence her symptoms; this was also reflected in the same-day 

analysis. In the free text of the diary the patient also described that 

in specific stressful situations she was ashamed of her symptoms 

and related consequences. The high same-day correlations between 

the somatic (AP, DI) and psychological time series (nervousness, 

tension, depressiveness, catastrophizing, hopelessness) reflect 

this interdependency—which the patient is aware of—between IBS 

symptoms and psychological state. Interestingly, this correlation was 

even higher for DI, meaning that functionality is especially important. 

The interaction between somatic and psychological distress is also 

described in previous studies. Midenfjord et al. (2019), for instance, 

showed in a cross-sectional study that IBS patients with psychological 

distress demonstrated more severe somatic symptoms and a lower 

quality of life [27]. Varni et al. (2017) found in a sample of pediatric 

patients with functional gastrointestinal disorders that somatic 

symptoms were differentially related to decreased health-related quality 

of life [28]. Another study reported a correlation between pain intensity 

and intensity of psychopathological symptoms (such as low spirits or 

anxiety) in IBS patients [29] while Dong et al. (2020) showed that IBS 

symptom severity predicted health-related quality of life influenced 

by stressful life events [30]. Interestingly, there is evidence that this 

association between current abdominal symptoms and psychological 

distress is not limited to functional gastrointestinal diseases but can 

also be seen in inflammatory bowel diseases [31]. The underlying 

physiological mechanism for the interaction between somatic and 

psychological distress could be explained by the concept of the 

(microbiome-) gut-brain axis. The (microbiome-)gut-brain axis refers 

to the complex network of connections between the microbiota, the 

enteric nervous system, and the central nervous system. [3, 4, 32, 33]. 

Previous research has shown that the link between gastrointestinal 

symptoms and psychological distress could be based on a complex 

and bidirectional interaction between biological, psychological, 

and social factors [5]. For example, visceral hypersensitivity and an 

enhanced perceptual response to gastrointestinal sensations can 

trigger gastrointestinal specific anxiety [5, 32]. On the other hand, 

psychosocial distress can lead, for instance, to an activation of the 

enteric and autonomic nervous system, which may trigger a change 

in smooth muscle activity or glandular secretion thus leading to IBS-

symptoms. [32].

In addition to the daily correlation, it is also useful to look at day-

to-day relationships in order to make time-delayed effects more 

visible and to answer the question whether or not psychological 

complaints precede IBS complaints, or vice versa. In literature, both 

perspectives are described for mental illnesses and IBS [6,7,8]. 

However, for this particular patient we found a strong time-delayed 

relationship between IBS symptoms, the following psychological 

complaints (nervousness, tension), and negative coping strategies 

(catastrophizing, hopelessness). This shows that having abdominal 

pain on one day was associated with more psychological stress 

the next day, not vice versa. This is in line with another study 

showing the temporal relationship that abdominal symptoms lead 

to increased stress and negative affect, while increased daily life 

stressors even lowered the IBS-symptoms [34]. This is interesting, 

as in literature frequently the opposite temporal direction or a 

feedback-loop is assumed [35]. Patel et al. (2016), for instance, 

investigated the relationship between sleep, mood and somatic 

symptoms in a sample of IBS patients and healthy controls over 

the course of 7 days [36]. In IBS patients, sleep disturbances 

were predictive for abdominal pain on the following day. Additional 

analyses showed that the sleep effects on abdominal pain in IBS 

patients could be mediated by depression and anxiety [36].

The question arises why our data show that the patient first 

develops gastrointestinal complaints and only afterwards 

psychological complaints. The patient herself had the impression 

that increased stress would lead to an increase in symptoms. For 

instance, during the short stressful event of applying for a new 

job the patient reported an onset of IBS complaints. She also 

reported that in this case the immediate application of a coping 

strategy (such as calming down) had helped her to reduce the 

symptoms. However, this sequence occurred over the course 

of only several hours—and would thus be reflected in the high 

same-day correlations of the time series (and not in the day-

lagged correlations). On the other hand, shorter time intervals 

had been tested in Chan’s study with an outcome similar to ours 

[34]. It is also possible that shorter daily stressors could also lead 

to a distraction from the IBS-symptoms, while longer stressors 

(like Christmas Holidays in the case of our study) may lead to an 

increase in symptoms.

Fig. 4 Cross‑correlation and time lagged relationships: abdominal pain (AP) and coping with positive thoughts (CPT)
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Another interesting approach to feelings and symptoms of IBS is the 

concept of alexithymia. This concept states, among others, that feelings 

in IBS-patients may be misinterpreted as negative bodily sensations 

[37]. For our patient, this could mean that in stressful situations (such as 

job search or exam phases) she may initially perceive her feelings only 

physically and interpret them as a preliminary stage of a new outbreak 

of her IBS. The hyper-focus on the symptoms could initially intensify 

them. Shortly afterwards, the patient may get negative feelings from the 

IBS symptoms themselves.

The time-lagged correlation between IBS complaints and the following 

psychological complaints and negative coping strategies could be 

related to the patient’s social anxiety and the pressure to perform. In 

the free text of the diary the patient described that with the occurrence 

of abdominal complaints she would fear that soft bowel movements 

would follow, and that she would not be able to reach a toilet in a 

timely manner; she also felt ashamed when she had to leave certain 

events because of her IBS symptoms. Physiologically, this relationship 

between IBS complaints and following psychological distress could 

again be explained by the (microbiome-)gut-brain axis [5, 32]. The 

occurrence of abdominal complaints (maybe as an expression of 

visceral hypersensitivity) can trigger gastrointestinal specific anxiety and 

the autonomic nervous systems as well as the hypothalamic pituitary 

axis are sending stress signals to the gut, resulting, among others, in a 

higher bowel motility and secretion leading to diarrhea and pain [32].

Interestingly, abdominal pain was not associated with a depressive 

feeling in general, but with negative processing (such as hopelessness 

and catastrophizing) as well as tense or anxious arousal (nervousness, 

tension). These negative feelings and coping strategies had no effect on 

the patient’s increased abdominal pain the next day; in contrast, the use 

of positive coping strategies was helpful.

The patient reported using positive coping strategies to reduce her 

symptoms; this was also seen in the data analysis. The intensified use 

of a specific coping strategy on one day (thinking of things the patient 

enjoyed doing) was followed by a decrease in pain on the subsequent 

day. Conversely, an increase in pain was followed by an increased use 

of this coping strategy. This corresponds to the clinical impression and 

the self-report of the patient: She considered relaxation techniques and 

new coping strategies such as distraction as beneficial for her condition. 

This result is supported by literature that considers psychotherapeutic 

treatment, including positive coping strategies, as a possible treatment 

of IBS [38].

In summary, the results of the time series analysis partly reflect the self-

report of the patient as well as the clinical impression of the outpatient 

caretaker. However, our results expand upon these insights by showing 

temporal relationships between IBS symptoms and psychological 

variables over consecutive days—with psychological changes following 

changes in abdominal pain and related impairment. In addition, a 

mutual day-lagged relationship between IBS symptoms and coping 

could be detected.

This study has several implications: Overall, it shows that at the very 

least this patient is aware of her individual process of personal change, 

her fears, and her coping strategies––all of which to a large extent, 

could be confirmed by the time series analysis––an analysis that also 

provided additional information. This supports the hypothesis that 

individual characterizations are promising in terms of providing a better 

understanding of specific mechanisms, as well as an understanding of 

how temporal interactions between IBS symptoms and psychological 

symptoms are related. In clinical practice, practitioners should consider 

individual explanatory models of aggravating factors and coping 

strategies and stay open to psychosomatic as well as somatopsychic 

mechanisms. Previous psychological treatment recommendations for 

IBS patients concluded that a change in illness-specific cognitions as 

well as gastrointestinal anxiety as key mechanisms may have an effect 

on the outcomes of IBS symptom severity and quality of life [39]. In 

this case study, only positive thinking had a time-lagged effect on a 

decrease in abdominal pain, while catastrophizing and hopelessness 

were a result of having abdominal pain previously. Although it is not 

possible to generalize the results of an individual case, this supports 

the fact that treatments which more directly target abdominal symptoms 

(e.g., hypnotherapy) may have promising effects on IBS symptoms as 

well as associated psychological complaints. Therefore, a disorder-

oriented integrative group intervention for IBS with gut-directed 

hypnotherapy seems promising [15].

From a methodological point of view, we have to point out that the here 

applied concept of Granger-causality does not equal causality. Causality 

according to Hill [40] can be assessed by using the following 9 criteria: 

strength, consistency, specificity, temporality, biological gradient, plausibility, 

coherence, experiment, analogy. The definition of Granger-causality, 

however, implies only that previous values of a time series X (e.g. somatic 

symptoms) improve prediction of future values of another series Y (e.g. 

nervousness of the patient). It does not imply the causality of X for Y.

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, we examined only one patient 

suffering from IBS; the generalizability of the results is therefore limited. 

We cannot simply transfer the results to other IBS patients but must 

carefully investigate further patient samples in regard to temporal 

relationships and interactions between somatic and psychological 

variables. Secondly, we were able to detect day-to-day changes only; 

shorter periods of time could not be captured. Nevertheless, previous 

studies mainly focused on longer time periods which is why this 

approach is still more advantageous in terms of capturing the direct 

relationships. Nevertheless, we were able to show a clear picture of a 

single IBS-patient. This is helpful as IBS is a complex illness with, in all 

likelihood, heterogeneous genesis and factors. A comprehensive case 

study could help identify subclasses of IBS to arrive at a better treatment 

and avoid dilution effects.

In conclusion we found in the presented case that somatic symptoms 

temporally precede psychological complaints. In addition, for this 

patient, the use of positive thoughts as a coping strategy was helpful 

in reducing pain. Further analyses should be conducted to verify if 

these relationships can be found in other patients who suffer from IBS 

symptoms.

Abbreviations

IBS: Irritable bowel syndrome; AP: Abdominal pain; DI: IBS-associated 

daily impairment; N: Nervousness; T: Tension; D: Depressiveness; PD: 

Pain-associated discomfort; C: Catastrophizing; H: Hopelessness; CPT: 

Coping with positive thoughts; CIP: Coping with imagining pain outside 

the body.
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New resources available that 
equip HCPs to holistically 
support their patients with 
Crohn’s and Colitis, through 
an app shown to increase 
empathy and understanding1

• In My Shoes: 24 Hours with Crohn’s or Colitis 
is a free, immersive app which enables 
people to experience 24 hours living with 
these conditions – the two main forms of 
Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) that affect 
an estimated 500,000 people across the UK2

• The app was created to help people living 
with these conditions build up a support 
network who are understanding, empathetic 
and keen to have conversations about what 
it is like to live with Crohn’s or Colitis 

• From this week, resources are available 
on the Crohn’s & Colitis UK website to 
help healthcare professionals who care for 
people with IBD to confidently recommend 
the app to their patients

7th July 2021: Crohn’s & Colitis UK’s theme for 
World IBD day in May this year was ‘no going 
back’ – highlighting the need to create a better 
world for people living with Crohn’s and Colitis 
so they feel more supported and understood 
when life ‘returns to normal’. A month later, 
Crohn’s & Colitis UK and Takeda UK are proud 

to launch a series of resources for HCPs to 
support their app In My Shoes: 24 Hours with 
Crohn’s or Colitis, which has been downloaded 
over 30,000 times already and has been shown 
to increase empathy and understanding.1

In My Shoes allows anyone to step into the 
life of someone living with Crohn’s or Colitis 
for a day, experiencing a series of tasks and 
choices which prompt the user to think about 
how the conditions can impact daily life. From 
depleting energy levels to managing pain, from 
rushing to the toilet to juggling work and a 
social life, the app helps the user to experience 
first-hand how these conditions can affect 
every part of the body, and every aspect of life.

Complementing a personalised approach, 
these new resources recognise the important 
role healthcare professionals have in treating 
the whole person with IBD, not just the IBD. 
Using the app as a tool, the IBD team can 
encourage self-management, by empowering 
those with Crohn’s and Colitis to start important 
conversations with their support network.

Dr JP Seenan, Consultant Gastroenterologist, 
NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde has used the 
app and recommended it to his patients. He 
comments “As clinicians I think we’re often very 
focussed on our patients’ symptoms – on pain, 
diarrhoea, bleeding – but this app reminds us 
that actually, having IBD really affects every 
facet of our patients’ lives.”

From this week, the following resources 
are available to freely view and download 
on the Crohn’s & Colitis UK website (www.
crohnsandcolitis.org.uk/get‑involved/
campaigning/in‑my‑shoes):

• A guide for healthcare professionals on what 
the app does, who it is for and how people 
living with Crohn’s & Colitis can benefit from it

• Filmed testimonials from healthcare 
professionals and a patient

• A patient guide to the app
• A guide for hospital comms teams to 

support IBD Services in spreading the word
• A poster for IBD Service waiting and 

consultation rooms
• A graphic that can be included in an email 

signature or on a patient letter

“In My Shoes is a fantastic app that can 
really help people with Crohn’s or Colitis start 
conversations with their loved ones about 
how these conditions impact upon daily life.” 
comments Sarah Sleet, CEO of Crohn’s & 
Colitis UK. “It’s our ambition that as many 
healthcare professionals working within IBD 
Services as possible find out more about the 
app, try it out for themselves and recommend 
it to their patients.”

Crohn’s & Colitis UK are also marking the 
launch with a series of social media posts and 
digital advertising in July 2021.

NEWS

1 Takeda Data on File EXA/UK/GI/0014
2 IBD UK. Accessed at: https://ibduk.org/blog/2021/its-time-to-take-ibd-seriously-it-must-become-a-healthcare-priority-across-the-uk Last accessed June 2021
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Matthew’s Perspective:
Dr Matthew Banks is the Clinical Director for 18 Week Support Gastroenterology. He believes it starts with recruiting the 

best clinicians. ‘At 18 Week Support we set the bar very high. We only recruit clinicians whose JAG performance data is well 

above the national standards. In addition, we monitor each clinician’s KPIs while they work with 18 WS. While the JAG data 

is an excellent quality indicator, we now want to go a step beyond that and monitor the Non-Technical skills (NTS) of each 

clinician as well. We now know that NTS plays an important role in safe and effective team performance. Therefore, in our 

quest to develop excellent teams who deliver a world-class service, we must focus on NTS’.

Tammy and Lisa’s Perspective:
Tammy Kingstree is Lead Nurse for Endoscopy. 
‘It is extremely important that there are good working relationships within the team. This starts with strong leadership from 

our senior nurse coordinators who are trained to manage the patient pathway, manage a team of staff they may not know 

and to deal effectively with any issues which may arise on the day’.

Lisa Phillips is Lead Nurse for Endoscopy.
‘The team objectives are clear. Excellent patient experience and good patient outcomes. Because the objectives are clear, 

team cohesion and focus are exceptionally good. It therefore shouldn’t matter that we are in an unfamiliar endoscopy unit, 

the service should be seamless. If it isn’t, we do not stop until we get it right.

If you have an excellent NHS record and want to help clear NHS waiting list backlogs, reduce RTT waiting times and provide 

high-quality patient care, get in touch by calling on 020 3892 6162 or email Gastro.Recruitment@18weeksupport.com 

What approach has 18 Week Support 
taken with regards to building an 
expert insourcing team?

REDUCING ENDOSCOPY WAITS 
THROUGH INNOVATION AND 
PARTNERSHIP
As we emerge from the COVID third wave, diagnostic waits are 

now at record high levels. This of course will lead to delays in the 

diagnosis and treatment of a number of different diseases, most 

importantly gastrointestinal cancer. 

It is no surprise therefore that demand is increasing right across 

the country for what are already overstretched endoscopy services. 

Further, there are a number of factors that will affect the efficiency 

of endoscopy lists. These include a slower turnover of patients due 

to ‘doffing and donning’ of PPE, ‘air out’ times between patients on 

‘blue pathways’ and staff absence due to isolation and sickness.

 

In addition to utilising existing hospital facilities ‘out of hours’ as in 

our insourcing service, 18 Weeks Support has been exploring and 

developing new and different ways to deploy services that address 

this demand. We have discussed in previous articles innovative 

ways of working that can make a substantial impact in addressing 

rising waiting lists. These included novel techniques or devices 

such as Cytosponge, Trans-nasal Endoscopy (TNE) and the 

Colon capsule, all of which in various ways can help to reduce the 

pressure on traditional endoscopy services.

 

Another example of service innovation is 18 Week Support’s 

partnership with Vanguard Healthcare and the Greater Manchester 

Elective Reform Programme to create a dual-procedure endoscopy 

suite at Fairfield General Hospital in Bury.  The new mobile laminar 

flow theatre supports the delivery of endoscopy services following 

the pandemic disruption and was created by Vanguard Healthcare.  

The suite includes two procedure rooms, a six bed recovery bay, 

two consultation rooms and full staff and patient facilities. 18 Week 

Support staffed the unit with 8 specialist endoscopy nurses and two 

clinical consultants responsible for delivering all of the endoscopy 

procedures and ensuring the unit is fully operational seven days  

a week.

The unit has supported patients from hospitals across four trusts 

including the Pennine Acute Hospitals NHS Trust, Manchester 

University NHS foundation Trust, Stockport NHS Foundation Trust 

and Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust. Patient and staff feedback 

has been very positive and the first six months of the project so 

successful that it has been extended for a further six months 

through to the end of 2021.

 

The key priorities in the patient pathways in the Covid era are to 

protect both patients and staff while optimising efficiency as far 

as possible. We pride ourselves in providing the highest quality 

service. Our JAG safety and quality data is above the national 

average as documented on the national endoscopy database.  

We therefore select high performing endoscopists who are 

passionate about endoscopy and value working in a cohesive, 

highly functional team. 

 

Our quality and performance is not only reflected in our jag data, 

but also in our patient satisfaction scores which are exemplary 

across the UK. We have streamlined our services to enable us to 

take ownership of the entire patient pathway from first attendance 

through to endoscopy, with follow-up and discharge.

 

Added to this we promote continuous professional development 

and have partnered with the remote learning platform called 

Gastro learning. This was pioneered by consultants from University 

College London hospitals. This platform delivers interactive digital 

education through a bespoke platform which now has a global 

following. There are weekly express packages published every 

Thursday which provide a selection of educational material utilising 

novel formats, including top tips and live shows.

 

Due to the increasing demands we are looking to increase our 

numbers of doctors and nurses. Working for 18 Weeks Support 

provides an opportunity to work as part of a dynamic, expert team 

delivering high-quality end-to-end care to NHS patients. Contact us 

at the address below if you wish to discuss opportunities.
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Gastroenterology departments across 
the UK are under significant pressure 
due to the demands of a growing and 
ageing population. With the increasing 
awareness of cancers and national guidance 
recommending diagnostic procedures, it has 
been estimated that approximately 750,000 
additional endoscopy procedures a year will 
be undertaken by 2020.

Working for 18 Week Support gives you an 
opportunity to work as part of a dynamic 
expert-led team with the time and resources 
to deliver high-quality end-to-end care to 
NHS patients.

Dr Matthew Banks leads our team of 
expert gastroenterologists, nurses and 
decontamination technicians to provide 
weekend general outpatient clinics and 
endoscopy services.

We have streamlined our services to  
enable us to take ownership of the entire 
patient pathway from first attendance 
through to endoscopy, follow up and 
discharge as appropriate.

Our team of gastroenterologists manage  
all other aspects of upper and lower GI 
disorders including;

  Dyspepsia
  GORD
  IBS
  Gastric ulcers
  Swallowing difficulties

We manage all administration that is 
associated with each patient episode, 
approving clinic letters, reviewing results of 
investigations and ensuring all outcomes 
are communicated to the patient and their 
general practitioner. We have also introduced 
virtual follow up and virtual histology clinics 
into the service.

Endoscopy services
Our specialist Endoscopy insourcing  
services have been developed to support 
NHS trusts with:

  2WW Urgent referrals
  Routine referrals
  Surveillance cases
  Bowel cancer screening services
  Enhanced sedation (Propofol) lists

Additionally, we can support Direct Access 
and Rapid Access endoscopy referrals by 
working with the local clinical leads to agree 
strong governance for the management of 
these patients.

Criteria & Quality
We select Endoscopists with an endoscopy 
orientated career path and performance 
measures above the national average. JAG 
audit data is constantly monitored to ensure 
ongoing quality. Furthermore, we have a 
clinical governance department that is crucial 
to maintaining quality and safety but also 
provides support to both Endoscopists and 
the units within which we work.

We provide tailored solutions to manage 
capacity from straight forward supply of staff 
to a team based managed solution to a full 
patient pathway including pathology review.

Our commitment to improving the  
NHS experience
Like the NHS Trusts we work with, patient 
care is at the centre of everything we do. By 
using any spare weekend capacity within a 
Trust, the 18 Week Support insourcing teams 
are able to see a high volume of patients 
in a short space of time, in the familiar 
surrounding of the NHS Trust.

An ethical company
We’re an ethical and transparent company 
that’s financially accountable and financially 
responsible. We’re committed to the NHS 
and the delivery of high-quality care, and to 
helping Trusts reduce RTT waiting times. 

Raising the standard of care
Our clinical teams are committed to  
working weekends to provide a wide range  
of clinical services. Many of our clinical leads 
are experts in their field. So not only do 
patients benefit from the work our teams do, 
there is also an opportunity for NHS Trust 
teams to improve efficiencies through new 
techniques or approaches.

Who we’re looking for
We are interested in meeting with Consultant 
Gastroenterologists, senior nurses and clinical 
nurse specialists throughout the UK.

Our remuneration package is second to  
none and is per session rather than per case 
which allows our teams to work in a safe and 
calm environment’

About you

If you have an excellent NHS record and 
want to help clear NHS waiting list  
backlogs, reduce RTT waiting times and 
provide high-quality patient care, get in 
touch by calling on 020 3966 9081 or email 
recruitment@18weeksupport.com 

Passionate about Endoscopy? 
 Work with 18 Week Support

Insource with 

18 Week Support 
Clinical team

Weekend

Happy patient

NHS  Facility NHS Staff NHS 
processes

How our insourcing 
service works

18 Week Support
www.18weeksupport.com

London 3rd Floor, 19-21 Great Tower Street, London  EC3R 5AR 

Birmingham Unit 25, Lichfield Business Village, The Friary WS13 6QG 

Matthew Banks  
Clinical Lead for Gastroenterology  
18 Week Support

Dr Matthew Banks

If you have an excellent NHS record and want to help clear waiting 
list backlogs, reduce RTT waiting times and provide high-quality 
patient care, get in touch by calling on 0203 869 8790 or email us 
at Recruitment.team@18weeksupport.com 
Alternatively if you are procurer of 18 Week Support services, 
please contact busdev@18weeksupport.com

18 Weeks
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STREAMLINING GASTRIC 
CANCER REFERRALS
Gastric cancer is usually diagnosed at a very late stage in the 
UK, accounting for a dismal five-year survival rate of just 21%.1 
Common stomach complaints such as abdominal discomfort, 
nausea, anorexia and dyspepsia, among other symptoms, can be 
an indication of gastrointestinal (GI) diseases that are significant 
risk factors for gastric cancer, including atrophic gastritis (AG) or 
gastric intestinal metaplasia (GIM).

Under current patient care pathways, patients that present with alarm 
symptoms are referred to a specialist upper GI service, whilst non-
urgent cases receive lifestyle and dietary advice, medicines reviews, 
PPI or a test for Helicobacter pylori, a potential cause of dyspepsia. 
Invasive gastroscopies provide clinicians with greater insights into 
the extent of gastric mucosal damage but, currently, clinics in the UK 
are overstretched with a backlog of referrals due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, leaving patients anxiously hovering on a waiting list. 
Stratifying the cohort of patients most at risk of gastric cancer can 
help to streamline patient care pathways and alleviate the burden on 
gastroscopy services. To do this, advisory bodies are calling for an 
intermediate non-invasive diagnostic test to detect pre-cancerous 
conditions of the gastric mucosa, such as AG and GIM, to send patients 
at high risk of cancer to endoscopy at an earlier, more curable stage. 

The gap in diagnostic care

Limitations of current diagnostic methods leave an inconsistent and 
uncertain interface between primary and secondary care when treating 
patients with gastric symptoms, which has concerning consequences 
for patient outcomes. Patients are either referred to endoscopy at a later, 
less curable stage or too soon – when no pathology can be observed – 
adding to the ever-increasing burden on endoscopy resources. 

Recent guidelines from the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) 
clearly state that non-invasively diagnosing pre-cancerous conditions 
before endoscopy is crucial for the early detection and treatment of 
gastric cancer.2 Accurately screening patients with gastric symptoms, 
or within at-risk groups, at this stage of primary care can help to identify 
those at risk sooner. Public Health England guidance recommends 
that a H. pylori stool antigen test is used to investigate the cause of 
dyspeptic symptoms or alternatively, urea breath tests and antibody 
tests can also be used to identify the pathogen.3

The diagnostic puzzle

Testing for H.pylori alone has many limitations for the patient’s overall 
care; the tests in current practice can return false negative results in 
up to 40% of cases, particularly if the patient is being treated with PPIs, 
has had previous antibiotic therapy, a bleeding gastric ulcer or GA.4,5 
The tests also fail to account for other causes of GI complaints, such as 
autoimmune mechanisms, so GI conditions are largely underdiagnosed. 
For those that do have a H.pylori infection, the bacterium is usually caught 
in childhood and harboured for many years before symptoms appear, 
during which time the organism can cause irreversible mucosal damage 
and conditions such as AG. The severity of AG and its location play a 

significant role in determining a patient’s predisposition to further gastric 
diseases. For example, severe AG in the antrum increases the risk of 
developing peptic ulcer disease, whereas AG in the corpus is a significant 
risk factor for gastric cancer. A H. pylori test in isolation can only identify 
the pathogen, it cannot provide a thorough investigation of the disease 
progression, or the extent or location of mucosal damage, so practitioners 
often have no other choice but to refer patients for invasive and expensive 
gastroscopies. A non-invasive diagnostic test is clearly needed at this 
interface of care to investigate gastric symptoms and correctly classify the 
risk of pre-cancerous conditions prior to endoscopy.

Solving the riddle

BIOHIT HealthCare Ltd has developed GastroPanel®, a first-line 
diagnostic blood test for non-invasively assessing the landscape of the 
stomach in patients presenting with dyspepsia in primary care. This 
patient-friendly panel allows physicians to detect and quantify three 
stomach-specific biomarkers – pepsinogen I, pepsinogen II, gastrin-17 
– to give detailed information on the mucosa’s structure and function, as 
well as a H. pylori IgG antibody test to determine a possible cause. Each 
stomach-specific biomarker resonates from a different gastric gland, 
helping practitioners to determine loss of function – a clear indication of 
gastric mucosal atrophy. 

GastroPanel could be used to selectively screen populations of high-risk 
patient cohorts – such as severely dyspeptic patients over 50 years of 
age with a history of smoking or query H. pylori, or those non-responsive 
to treatment – to prevent up to 80 % of gastroscopies.6 Screening 
high-risk patients in primary care can contribute to the early intervention 
of gastrointestinal disorders, including gastric cancer, by streamlining 
endoscopy referrals and reducing waiting times. 
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BIOHIT SUPPLIES RAPID 
TURBIDIMETRIC GI TEST KITS
BIOHIT HealthCare Ltd is now distributing three new particle 
enhanced turbidimetric immunoassays (PETIAs) for the rapid 
and differential diagnosis of gastrointestinal (GI) diseases.

The new product line from IDK® – TurbiCAL®, TurbiFIT® and TurbiPEL® 
– can be used to detect key biomarkers calprotectin, haemoglobin 
and pancreatic elastase in patient stool samples far more quickly than 
their ELISA equivalents, using existing clinical chemistry analysers. The 
rapid turbidimetry technology relies on agglutination reactions between 
antigens and their complementary antibodies – monoclonal for TurbiCAL 
and TurbiPEL, polyclonal for TurbiFIT – coated onto latex particles, and 
shows good correlation to corresponding ELISA technologies.
 
All three parameters can be determined from one single stool sample 
extract using the unique IDK TurbiTUBE™, designed exclusively for IDK 
turbidimetric assays. The TurbiTUBE, which can be loaded directly onto 
the analyser, allows easy, clean and precise preparation of the stool 
sample extracts using a universal extraction buffer.
 
TurbiCAL allows the timely differential diagnosis between inflammatory 
bowel disease (IBD) and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), and is also 
used to closely monitor intestinal inflammation and disease activity in 
IBD patients. TurbiCAL therefore helps diagnose bowel inflammation 
quickly, minimise bowel damage and expedite treatment. TurbiPEL, on 
the other hand, can be used to identify exocrine pancreatic insufficiency 

and to monitor the levels of digestive enzymes that these patients 

produce. TurbiFIT detects traces of blood in stool (faecal occult blood), 

which serves as a preliminary screening test for colorectal cancer in 

asymptomatic patients, as well as a test for possible bowel diseases in 

patients with lower abdominal symptoms.

 

The kits are available as 100, 200 and 800 test kit packages, and 

include ready-to-use reagents, as well as supporting materials that 

guide the user through different protocols. These new turbidimetric GI 

tests extend and complement BIOHIT’s repertoire of diagnostic and 

monitoring kits for gastroenterology.

 

For more information, visit www.biohithealthcare.co.uk/faecaltests

About BIOHIT HealthCare Ltd

BIOHIT HealthCare Ltd (www.biohithealthcare.co.uk) is part of 

the Finnish public company, BIOHIT OYJ, which specialises in the 

development, manufacture and marketing of products and analysis 

systems for the early diagnosis and prevention of gastrointestinal 

diseases. The company’s many unique and patented diagnostic 

tests transform clinical practice and make screening, diagnosis and 

monitoring of gastrointestinal diseases efficient and cost effective. 

Non-invasive diagnostics are at the core of BIOHIT’s offering, making 

it the provider of choice for leading gastroenterologists and laboratory 

scientists worldwide.
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King’s Live  
2021

Hands-on  
Courses 
3 November 2021
Face-to-face at King’s College 
Hospital, London 

• Hands-on ESD Course

• Hands-on Endoscopic Suturing 
Course

King’s Live 
Masterclass 
4 - 5 November 2021
Face-to-face at King’s College 
Hospital, London | Streaming Live

• Live endoscopy from 4 rooms 
featuring end-luminal and HPB 
endoscopy including state of 
the art lectures over the 2 days

• Exhibition for industry 
including a breakout area for 
delegates and industry to have 
more practical sessions

• Streamed online in addition to 
having limited delegates on site

• All content will be added online 
post-event for  
on-demand viewing

King’s Live  
Lecture Day
On-demand content
• A series of lectures from 

international and national 
faculty covering upper GI, 
lower GI, HPB and metabolic 
endoscopy

• Accessible prior to joining the 
live meeting and accessible via 
on-demand library to refer to 
at your convenience

3-5  
November

Registration  
now open!
Early bird deadline 15 September
Visit kingslive.co.uk

For more information please do not hesitate to contact  
the Kings Live team at Kingslive@mci-group.com @kingslivelondon

Course  
Convenor

Mr Amyn Haji
Consultant Colorectal  

& Laparoscopic  
Surgeon



Helicobacter Test INFAI ®

The most used 13C-urea breath test for the
diagnosis of Hp-infection worldwide

• more than 4.5 million INFAI tests performed in Europe

• approved for children from the ages of 3 to 11

• special INFAI test for patients with dyspepsia taking PPIs

• cost-effective CliniPac Basic version for hospital use

INFAI Institute for Biomedical Analysis & NMR Imaging, INFAI UK Ltd 
Innovation Centre, University Science Park, University Road, Heslington, YORK YO10 5DG, UK

Phone +44 1904 435 228 - Fax +44 1904 435 229 - mail: info@infai.co.uk - Visit us at www.infai.com


